ALL DAY:
MORNING DROPOFF (8:15-8:30am)
· Do not abandon vehicles, even for a minute, in front circle; it’s a FIRE ZONE · You must pull your vehicle as far forward as you can, either to the top of the
· Turn the Key; Be Idle Free - by law, standing vehicles can only idle 3 minutes. circle or to the car in front of you. If a schoolbus is using the top spot, leave
space to pull around. Don’t stop halfway - this incurs an unnecessary delay
for the vehicles behind you.
AFTERNOON:
· Children must be prepared to exit.
· Do not use teacher parking or playgrounds for parking.
· Children must exit the car to the right, onto the sidewalk. Please make it
· From 2:30-3:30 the front circle is CLOSED to non-bus traffic. There is
easy on the kids by moving younger siblings’ carseats behind the driver.
additional parking on Maple Street alongside the circle at this time.
· Ιf children can’t reliably exit the car on their own, don’t use the dropoff.
· Drivers should not exit their vehicles or loiter. Vehicles should exit the front
circle area carefully and promptly.
· Drift left as you exit as this allows a second line of cars to pull up to the curb
WILLOW MORNING DROPOFF
while traffic merging onto Maple clears.
· There is no parking on Willow Street, however there is an addional morning
dropoff (about 3-4 carlengths) at the sidewalk alongside school property.
PLEASE NOTE: no left turns off of Willow Street from 7:30-9am.

SALT BROOK SCHOOL

There is NO PARKING
in the front circle ever
THIS IS A FIRE ZONE

Lower Playground

Colored block of wood in traffic cone:
RED means STOP, do not go inside;
lineup is on upper playground
GREEN means GO on inside (for
example, inclement weather)
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There is no parking here as it
prevents cars forming two lanes
when departing morning
dropoff, i.e. everyone gets stuck
behind left-exiting vehicles

Teacher Parking Only

No Cars on Upper Playground

Teacher
Parking
Only

Do Not
Enter

Visitor spots (3)
Please don’t use if you need to exit before
8:40 a.m. as it interferes with traffic flow
Don’t drop kids off here! Crossing circle traffic is very dangerous!

Alternate traffic entering circle!

